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ABS't'RAC't'

't'he purpose of this report is to develop and compare estimators which use
LANDSA't' data to estim ate crop areas at the county level.. 't'his report extends the
Battese-Fuller estimator to a stratified sample design and evaluates the
Huddleston-Ray estimator and variations of the Battese-Fuller estimator on a six-
county area in South Dakota. For SRS LANDSA't' studies, the authors recom mend
replacing the Huddleston-Ray estimator with one of the favorably evaluated
estimators in the Battese-Fuller family.
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SUMM ARY

This report addree:;es the proble m of using LANOSAT data to obtain crop

esti mates at the county level.

First, the theory behind the presently employed Huddl~ston-Ray estimator

and the family of estimators proposed in 1981 by Battese and Fuller is outlined. A

necessary extension of the Battese-Fuller estimation model to a stratified sample

design is then developed. Both types of estimators are studied over a six county

region in eastern South Dakota.

'T'herewas a modest lack of fit of the Battese-Fuller model for the study data

set, with larger model departure corresponding to ]ow correlation between

TJANDSAT cla$ification results and ground survey observations. A key feature of

the Battese-Fuller model is a county effect parameter and this effect was found to

be highly significant for corn, the largest of the four cr0p3 considered in the study.

Furthermore, this effect manifested itself within several strata but was negligible

aCr0e3 strata. 'T'he empirical wock done for this study nonethe1e::a indicates

robustness of the Battese-Fuller estimators against departure from certain model

dSSU mptions.

Two members of the Battese-Fuller family of estimators satisfied the

criterion for small relative root mean 9:IUareerror; that is, the percentage of the

estim ate attributable to root mean 9:IUareerror was le::a than 20 %. These are the

~stimators which, under the assumed model, minimize mean 9:IUareerror and bias

respectively. On the other hand, the Battese-Fuller estimate doses!: to the

Huddleston-Ray esti mate was far less satisfactory, failing to meet the desired

ceilings for bias and mean ~are error. Therefore, for SRS LANOSATstudies, the

authors recom mend replacing the Huddleston-Ray estimator with one of the

favorably evaluated estimators in the Battese-Fuller family.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Annually in late May and early ,June the stat:istical Reporting Service (SRS)

of the U.S. Depart ment of Agricult.ure conducts the nationwide June Enumerative

Survey (JES). From the data collected in the JES, state and national estimates of

the amount of land planted to various crOJEare cakulated, as well as estimates of

intended crop utilization, farm grain storage, livestock inventories, agricultural

labor, and farm economic data.

Crop-area and production estimates for individual counties are alro an

integral part of the SRS estimates program. Such estimates are used by the

Agricultural stabilization and Conservation Service and by the Federal Crop

Insurance Corporation. Published county estimates are used by agri-business

concerns in making decisions on marketing of far m products and in transportation

ocheduling of agricultural commodities.

SRS cakulates county estimates by subdividing the official state estimate

into crop reporting districts (collections of contiguous counties) and then further

subdividing into counties. Several types of indicator data are used in subdividing

the state estimate. These include:

1. ,JEt:expansions at a district level.,

2. Norr-probability mail surveys, and

3. State far m census data.

The resulting estimates are at least partially subjective and as a result variance

esti mates for individual counties are not cakulab1e using this method.

In recent years, a number of states have discontinued their state far mcensus.

This has prompted research by SRS into alternative methods of cakulating county

estimates. Ford (l9Bl), for example, evaluates direct, synthetic, and compooite

estimators for crop and livestock items utilizing a probability mail survey in North

Carolina.
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For county crop-area estimates, a number of researchers have propooed the

auxiliary use of data from the LANDSAT earth-rerources satellite. The model-

based estimators propc:sed by Huddleston and Ray (1976)and by Battese and Fuller

(1981) are diocussed later in this paper. Cardenas, Blanchard, and Craig (1978)

have proposed a LANDSA'l'-adjusted synthetic esti.mator for calculating county

croP-area estimates. In this paper we extend the Battere-Fuller estimator to the

case of a stratified sample design and evaluate the Battese-Fuller estimator on a

six-county area in eastern South Dakota.

n. DATASOURCES

A. Ground-Survey Data

JES sample units, called segments, are selected from an area sampling frame.

Segment sizes are typically one square mile. In the JES there are two levels of

stratification. The first-level strata are individual states. Secondary strata are

areas of land within a state which have similar land use. Defined in terms of the

percent of land under cultivation, these secondary strata are determined by visual

interpretation of aerial photography and satellite imagery. stratum definitions in

the state of South Dakota, for example, are the fallowing:

o stratum 11: 75 % + cultivated

o Stratum 12: 50% - 75 % cultivated

o stratum 20: 15% - 49 % cultivated

o Strata 31, 32, 33: urban and residential

o stratu m 40: rangeland

o Stratu m 61: proposed water

o Stratum 62: water

During the JES interview, all fields within the sampled segment are

delineated on a non-current aerial photograph, and the crop or land use of each

delineated field is recorded on a questionnaire.
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B. LANDSAT Data

The basic element of LANDSATdata is the set of measurements taken by the

satellite's mu1.t::ispectral&:'anner (MSS) of a 0.4 hectare area of the earth's surface.

The MSS measures the amount of radiant energy reflected from the earth's surface

in four different regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. The individual 0.4

hectare MSS res:>1ution areas, referred to as pixels, are arrayed along east-west

rows within the 185 kilometers wide north-to-s::>uth pass 0( the LANDSAT satellite.

For PUrpa3es of easy data storage, the data within a swath are subdivided into

overlapping square b1Dcks, called &:'enes, which are 185 kilometers on a side.

Currently, a given point on the earth's surface is imaged once every eighteen days.

Satellite passes which are adjacent on the earth's surface are at least one day apart

with respect to their dates of imagery.

m. ANALYSI&-DISTRICTLANDSAT ESTIMATOR

Since 1972, SRS has been using LANDSAT data to improve crO};rarea

esti mates for unions of mu1ti.-C'OUntyareas called analysis districts. These efforts

have been research studies but since 1978 have provided timely end-of-year

estimates to the SRS Crop Reporting Board. Hanu&:'hak, Allen, and Wigton (1982)

chronicle the 1972 to ]982 results from these studies.

An analysis district is a ca11ection of counties or portions of counties

C'Omp1etelyC'Ontained in one to three LANDSAT &:'enes having the same image

date. Tn the midwest.ern United States, where most of the SRS LANDSATresearch

has been conducted, a typical analYsis district C'Ontainsa minimum of ten C'Ounties.

For analysis districts, SRS uses the regression estimator de&:'ribed by

Cochran (Section 7.1.7, third edition) to obtain crO};rarea estimates which are more

orecise than the JES estimates. This procedure is described in detail. in Siqman, et~ - -
a1 (1978). Briefly, the SRS analysis-district procedure is as follows:
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1. 'l'he JES data for segments in the analysis district are used to label

segment LANDSA'l'pixels as to crop type.

2. Labeled LANDSA'l'pixels are used to develop discriminant functions

for each crop type. (Adis::'riminant function for "other" is a1ro

developed.)

3. 'l'he discriminant functions are used to classify the LANDSA'l'data

in the sampled JES segments. 'l'he cl~~fication results for each

segment are the auxiliary variable for the regre$i.on estimator. 'l'he

survey results for each segment are the primary variable.

4. 'l'he discriminant functions are used to classify all pixels within the

an~ysis district from which the papulation mean per segment of the

auxiliary variable can be cakulated.

'l'he esti mation procedure described above is carried out in each analysi.c:;

district, and then analysis-district estimates as well as variances are combined tD

the state level by treating the analysis areas as post-strata. 'l'he above procedure

impales a lower bound on the size of the JES sample within the analysis district.

'l'he reaoons Eorthis are the follDwing:

1. If the separate form of the regre$i.on estimator is used, there must

be enough seg ments in each stratu m of the analysis district tD

estim ate the stratu m regres:;ion coefficients, or

2. If the combined form of the regre$i.on estimator is used, there must

be enough seg ments in the analysis district to esti mate the

co mbined regreffiion coefficient.

In the mid-western United states, counties typically contain only two to four

sampled JES segments and may contain no sampled segments. 'l'hus, defining

analysis districts tD be individual counties and then using the above procedure is

generally not feasible.
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IV. LA ND8AT 8M ALL 1\RE1\ E8TIM ATION

~. Huddleston-Ray Procedure.

1\s presented above, crop acreage estimation for analysis districts is a

straightforward use of a regression estimator. To provide a set of estimates for

each C'Ountyrontained in the analysis district, Huddleston and Ray (1976) propcsed

that the mean calculated by daffiifying the entire analysis district, Xa.d., be

replaced by the mean calculated by classifying the full set of potential seg ments

from a particular C'OUnty,Xc.

Thus, the analysis district regression estimator for the mean per segment is:

"REG a.d. = Va.d. + bI (Xa.d. - xa.dJ

= be + bI Xa.d.

and the Huddleston-Ray county estimator is:

HRc = Ya.d. + b] (Xc - xa.dJ

= be + bI Xc·

The problems with this procedure are:

1. it is unclear how to calculate an accurate variance for the C'Ounty

estirn ate 9:) obtained, and

2. the use of the difference

Xc - ~a.d. = (Xc- ~d+ (~c - ~a.dJ

lumps together a difference attributable to sampling error within the

county and a difference that measures the inherent distinction between a

given county and the analysis district.

B. Battese-Fuller Model.

Tn addres:ri.ng the above issues the Battese-Full~r model for C'OUntylevP~

estimation assumes that segments grouped by county aiimit t.l-Jesame rate of

change relationship (slope) as does t.l-Jeanalysis di'3trict but that a different

intercept is required. This idea is implemented by using a J;Drtionof the vertic-al
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distance from the analysis district regression line to the county sample mean.

Denoting this distance by 0c = 9c- to - blXc, the Battese-Fuller county estimator

is:

13 Fc = to + bl Xc + 0C uc where 0 ~ IS c ~ 1.

This introduction is an oversimplification. Estimating county effects by 0c

preCludes the use of ordinary least s:;ruaresin fitting the analysis district regre$ion

line and thus the choice of IS c = 0 does not coincide exactly with the Huddleston-

Ray estimate.

More precisely, as originally proposed, the Battese-Fuller model a5'3Umesthat

for the jth sampled segment from the ith county we have:

Yij = ~ + bl Xij + Uij= be + bl Xij+ vi + ~j

vi, eij independent, normal with mean 0 and variancesa~ and a~ respectively

cov (Uij,ui'j') = 0

a2
v

u2 + 02
v e

if iIi'

ifi=i',jlj'

Thus, segments from the same county possess positively correlated residuals.

'1'heparameter02 is both a within county covariance and a between countyv

comPOnent of the variance of any residual. 02 is the within county variancee
component. This set of assumptions reduces to the standard assumptions of

ordinary least SJuares when02 = o.v

As::;u ming first that bo and bl are known, the county mean residuals

are observable and give estimated county effects of

'"v i = IS iaL where 0 < IS i < 1.- -
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The county mean is estimated by

with error equal to

It follows that

where ni is the size of the sample from county i Note that, conditioned on the

county effects, the average error is (1 - <S V vi. Squaring and averaging gives a

mean ~uared conditional bias of:

MSCB = (1- <sv2u2.v

As a function of <S i , it is east to see that the above expree3i.on for MSE is

mini rn ized if

06
cSi:: -------

a~ + o~

Denoting this quotient by yi, we focus our attention on the three specific estimates

obtained fro m:

a. <S i = a
o estim ate lies on analysis district regres:rl.on line

o MSE = MSCB

b. <Si = 1

o M SC B = 0
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c. 6i = Yi

o minimum MSE is obtained
MSCB

o MSE = 1 - Yi

Nate that esti mates for unsa mpled counties may be obtained by choosing

6 = o.
As discuffied in the Battese-Fuller paper, a best lin~ar unbiased estimate 'b

for an unknown b is obtainable by an appropriate transformation of the data. A

fitting of constants procedure handles estimation of the variance components. One

then has:

MSE = (1 - 6 j) kr 2 + 6 t ~~
v ni

+2 (6i -yj) (Xi- 6 ixj) v(li XiI.

+ (Xi- 0 i xj) v(b) (Xi- 6 iXj)1

and

MSC B = (1- 6 j) 2a 2v
-2(1 - 6 j)Yi (Xi- 0 i xj) vCtl XiI

- "t YJ' (b) -+(x'-o'x·)v(b)}:; x·it·- -v (X·_.r·X,\1
1 1 1 )=1 J ~~ 1 u 1 11

where Xi and Xi are vectors (I, xj) and (I, Xi). The same choice of 0 i = Yi

minimizes the MSEe

C. Stratification

Like the regression procedure used at the analysis district level, the Battese-

Fuller mod,=!is applicable within individual strata. The procedures set forth by

Battese and Fuller and presented above suffice for estimating bo, blo 20 2 in each
v e

stratum. However, the presence of a county main effect across strata introduces a

croe:; strata covariance and requires revisions in both the MSE formula and the

choice of an optimal set of multipliers for the mean residuals.
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At Fuller's suggestiDn, the authors developed the following extension of the

model presented in the last section. For the jth segment from county i anti stratum

h, a$Ume that

Yhij = ~ + ~ Xhij+ Vhi+ ehij

with variance - covariance structure

0 if iii'

COV(Uhij, Uh'i1j') a~h if i=i' h=h' jfj'=
a6h + a~h if i=i' h=h' j=j'

0Vhh' if i=i' hill'

Under these assu mptions one must esti.mate a vector of county effects

denoted vi = (vli, .•., vsj)' where s is the number of strata. Each component is

estimated using the vector of mean residuals oi = (GU' •••, usi)' where

0hi = 1 nhi uh"---- L: 1)
nhi )=1

thereby requiring an s by s coefficient matrix. That is;

'" 01- s..i.-
i-lhi = bh + bh Xhi + ~ 1<h ukik=l

estimates the average amount of the crop per segment for the part of county i that

falls into stratum h. The mean for the county is then the appropriate weighted sum

over strata.
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To put this in a convenient notation, let

1 Xi. 0 0

BXi =

o 0 •

and similarly for Lxi using Xhi. Am, set

B = (b~, bY •••, ~, ~,

and

i- Nli Nsiw - ( n-. , ... , n-J
.1 tV ·1

1 X·51..

where Nhi = total number segments in county i and stratum hand N.i = ~ Nhi.

For known b vallles, the vector of estimated means for county i is

ann the final county mean is estimated by
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Introducing the s by s matrices

H = E(vi vi') =

avIs

o

o

\'~ehave

'fben

and

Ai = E (uiui') = H+SEi.

r.1 SE (~ i) = wi E( (vi - Ci'uU (vi' - ui'Ci» wi'... , .. "= wl(H - 2HCI + CI AICI) WI

MSCB .. ,,",= wl(H-2HCI +CI HCI) wI

Applying a minimization criterion to each component of vi results in

which reduces to
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Yu

o

o

Ysi.

if Vhk= 0 for all h;ik.

The coefficient matrices for which we carried out the estimation procedure

are the following:

a. Ci = 0

o regre$ion line used in each stratum

o MSE=MSCB

b. Ci = I

o MSC B = 0

Yli

c. Ci = :ri =

o

o

o minimizes MSEif <Vhk= 0

a. Ci = (Ai) -IH

o minimizes MSEin general
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The estimates obtained using these matrices will. be denoted BFREG, BFONE,

BFGAM and BFOPT, respectively, in section V.C. The Huddleston-Ray estimate

discU$ed in section IV. A. will. be denoted HR.

In order to display for mWas for the mean ~are error and mean ~are

conditional bias when b is estimated, we introduce the 2s by 2s matrices

A 1

V(b ) 0

VB

o

VCB = E ( (B - B) (B- B)')

o

t .
CS = ~ 1 LXj'(SV+s~-lH (Sv+s~-1LXJ where SV =

J=

o

It then fallows that the estimates

,(:'
lli = BXi B" + Ci' oi

and
~ ,(:'

II i = wi II i

give
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MSE (11~= wi E( vi- Ci' Oi- (BXi- Ci' LXi)(B- B)

vi- Ci' Oi- (BXi- Ci' LXi)(B- B) '} Wi'

= wi {H- 2HCi + Ci' Ai Ci

-2(BXi - Ci' LXi}VB LXi ri - Ci + (ri - (SV+SEi}-lH)(Ci - n
+(BXi- Ci' LXi) VCB (BXi- Ci LXi)'}wi'

and

MSCB (11~ = wi {H-2HC4ci'HCi

- 2 (BXLCi'LXi) VBLxi' (SV+SEi)-lH(I-Cn

+ (BXLCi'LXi) VBCS VB (BXLCi'LXi) ~i'.

V. EVALVA'I'ION OF BA'I"l'ESE-FULLERES'I'IMATOR

A. Description of Data Set

An empirical evaluation of the Battese-Fuller estimator was performed over

a si.x-("()untyarea in eastern South Dakota. A LANDSAT and ground-truth data set

was available for this area as a result of a pint study by SRS and the Remote

Sensing Institute (RSI), located in Brookings, south Dakota. The original SRS-RST

use of this data set was in deter mining the affect of roil type on LANDSAT data

char acteristics.

'T'he mapr feature of this data set which made it advantageous for use in a

county-estimation study was that it contained a large number of segments within a

relatively small area. specifically, there were enough seg ments to calculate a

with:in-county regression estimate for each rounty against which to compare other

county estimators. This amounts to treating each rounty like an analysis district.

Alro, there were enough seg ments in the data set to si mulate repeated selection of

samples smaller in size then the full. data set. A negative feature of the data set,

however, is that the quarter~tion (160 acres) segment size is smaller than

nor mal JES seg ments.
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The 1ocation of the data set is a sbr-county area in eastern South Dakota

makinq up approximately 40 percent of a LANDSAT g:-ene. Two of the counties

have small fractions of their areas (4% and 7 %, respectively) lying outside the

LANDSATg:-ene.

The sample design of the original oofi study C'OI1sistedof ten strata defined in

terms of s::>ilcharacteristiC'S. Sample selection was by proportional allocation with

iocreased sampling in small strata. Ground data C'011ectionwas performed by RSI

and was by observation only. No interviews with farm operators were conducted.

For: the county-estimator study, however, generalization of conclusions to the

JES was desired. Consequently, for the county-est:i.mation work s::>mesegments

were randomly di'3C'ardedto restore proportional allocation, and the seqments then

reassigned to the SRS land-use strata. The resulting sample size was 200 seqments.

As can be seen in Table 1, there was a sufficient number of segments to calculate

withi.n-C'ountyregression estimates for all counties in strata 11 and 12 and for most

counties in strata 20.

'fable 1: Sample Allocation by County and SRS Stratum

Stratum

County 11 12 20 Total

Codington A 14 5 27
Spinks 21 24 2 47
Beadle 13 26 3 42
Clark 15 14 7 36
Kinasbury 7 21 2 30
Hamlin 10 8 0 18

74 107 ]9 200

For pUrposes of simula~ repeated samples, eight samples of size 75 were

developed from the 200 segments by dividinq the 200 segments into 8 mutually

exclusive sets and then forming samples from group:; of three sets. Calculation of
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discriminant functions, classification of LANDSAT data, and calculation of

Batte~Fuller county estimates were performed for each sample of 75 (alsJ called

training grC>U'pS)and for the fu1lsample.

This data set was a.1s::>used in another county esti mation study co mparing the

Huddleston-Ray and the Cardenas estimators. (Amis, et. aL, 1982) The present

study uses the LANDSATcla$ification results from this earlier work.

The LANDSAT data used in the county-estimation study came from two

image dates - July 20, 1979, and August 25, 1979. Thus, the MSS measurement

vector was eight dimensional - four measurements from July 20 and four

measurements from August 25. The eady image date was before the 1979 start of

harvesting for oats and flax.

Although the si.x-county analysis district estim ates were not of interest in

this study, they were calculated in order to compare results with other SRS

LANDSAT studies. The stratum variance of an analysis district regression

estimate is proportional to 1-R2, where R2 is the coefficient of netermination

between the LANDSATclaS3ifi.cation results and the ground truth.

For the full sa mpIe of 200 Begments, the R2 values were as fallows:

Stratu m

11 12 20

Corn .78 .76 .33

SunflDwer .92 .86

Flax .66 .26 .46

Oats .37 .23 .23

The relative efficiency. of an analysis-district regression esti mator is the

variance of the direct-expansion estimator divided by the variance of the

reqreEEi.on estimator. Using all. 200 segments the analysis-di.c:;t.rict relative
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efficiencies were 3.9, 8.8, 1.7, and 1.1 for corn, sunflowers, oats and flax,

respectively. For the eight samples of size 75 the analysis-district relative

efficiencies for corn ranged from 3.2 to 7.9 with a median of 4.4.

B. Validity of Model A$Umptions

To determine whether or not the aS3Umptionsof the Battese-Ful1er estimator

are valid, ordinary least~ares LANDSAT regressions were performed within

strata 11 and 12 for each of the six South Dakota counties. The fallowing statistics

of comparis::>nwere calculated:

bw. = regression intercept for stratu m h and county i

S~i = error mean Sll m of ~ares for stratu m h and county i

1¥li= regre$ion slope for stratum h and county i

If the unstratified Battese-Full.er model a$U mptions are true, then the

calculated comparison statistics satisfy the fallowing properties:

1. Each q,i is an unbiased estimate of be + Vi.

2. Each S~i is an estimate of a~.

3. Each ~i is an unbiased estimate of b1.

If, on the other hand, the stratified Battese-Full.er model a$Umptions are

correct, the comparison statistics will exhibit the fallowing behavior:
. 0

4. ~i unbiasedly estimates bh + Vhi.

5. S~i estimates a~h for each county in stratum h.

6. Each q;i unbiasedly estimates ~ within statum h.

The above statements and alternatives to them can be concisely expressed by

using the regreffiion-hytX)thesis notation of McLaughlin (1975).

considers the triplet of para meter vectors

(interrepts, residual variances, slopes)

McLaughlin

for a set of regressions. A hypothesis concerning the triplet is denoted by a three-

letter word. The co mponent letters correspond in position to the triplet para meter
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vectors, and each letter is either E for homogeneity (~ality) or V for

heterogeneity (variability). For example, VEE denotes homogeneity of residual

variance and slopes, but heterogeneity of intercepts.

For the case of regressions perfor med within each stratu m of each county,

we extend the notation as fallows:

E = H0mogeneity across both strata and counties

Ec = Vs = Homogeneity across counties within each stratu m. Heterogeneity

across stata.

Es = VC= Homcxteneity across strata within each county. Heterogeneity

across counties.

V = Heterogeneity across both counties and strata.

Thus, statement'31 through 3 above are the hypothesis VcEE and statements

4 through 6 the hypothesis VEcEc. Additional hypotheses of interest are the

unstratified models

EEE: Homogeneity of intercepts, residual variances, and slDpes across

both county and strata

VcVcE: Homogeneity of slopes across county and strata.

Heterogeneity of intercepts and residual variances,

and the correSl:X)ndingstratified models

EcBcEc: Homogeneity of intercepts, residual variances, and intercepts across

counties within each strata. Heterogeneity across strata.

VVEc: Homogeneity of s100es across counties within each stratum, but

heterogeneity of intercepts and residual variances.

Such models can be tested by the fallowing general procedure (McLaughin,

1971)):

1. Calculate maximum likelihood estimates for the triplet under both

hyPOthesis VVVand the restricted hypothesis which is of interest.
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2. Use the calculated estim ates to evaluate the likelihood ratio, L,

that has hypothesis VVVcorresponding to the denominator and the

restricted hypothesis corresponding to the numerator.

3. Reject the restricted hypothesis if G2 = - 2 Log (L)is large.

The critical region of the test is calculated from the as:! mptotic distribution

of C;; 2 under the restricted hypothesis. This distribution is a chi-square distribution

with degrees of freedom equal to the difference in number of parameters

estimated under hypothesis VVVand the restricted hypothesis.

Though the Battese-Fuller estimator does not require that the form of the

probability distributions of the regression errors be known, testing of the

postulated model a~mptions does. We a~me that the regression errors have

Gaussian distributions.

The hyPOtheses of interest are listed in the third column of Table 2. For

models EEE, VcVcE, EcEcEc, and VcEE, the required maximum likelihood

estimates can be obtained from ordinary least ~ares procedures. For models

VcVcE and VVEc, convergence of iterated weighted least ~ares estimation

provides the needed maximumlikelihood estimates.

Table 2 lists the model test results. Only model VVEc for corn cannot be

readily rejected (p = .21). This model for corn assumes that regression slopes are

homogeneous acrcm counties within each strata but that intercepts and error

variances are heterogeneous.

For sunflowers, flax, and oats there is significant heterogeneity of regression

slopes across counties. Figure 1 compares the variability of estimated regression

slopes under models VVV and VVEc as a function of R2, the coefficient of

determination between cla~fication results and ground truth. Though the

likelihood ratio tests reject VVEcfor all. crO};Sexcept corn, Figure 1 indicates that

departures from the moOel {homogeneous slopes acrcm counties within each
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stratu m; heterogeneous intercepts and residual variances} are not overly large for

oats and sunflowers, oot model departures are pronounced for flax. Figure 1 a100

shows that the heterogeneity of regression slopes is more likely for low R2 values.

Models which as:;ume the homogeneity of error variance acrcm counties were

readily rejected. Figure 2 compares the variability of estimated error variances

under model VVVand VEcV (homogeneous error variances acrcm counties within

each stratum; heterogeneous slopes and intercepts). Flax, oats, and sunflowers

exhibit hiqh heteroocedacity, whereas for corn the departure from homogeneous

error variances is moderate.

Tnsum mary, the model tests performed do not support either the unstratified

or the stratified a$Umptions for the Batte~FuIler estimator. For corn, and corn

only, t!1e heterogeneity of stratum regre$i.on slopes over counties was not

significant, but this was accompanied by heterogeneity of residual variances.

Sunflowers and oats failed model tests for homogeniety of stratum regression

slopes, but the observed departures from homogeniety were not overly large.
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Table 2: Model Tests

Crop Type of Model* Test Degrees P-va1ueModel Statistic of
Freedo m

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Com Unstratified EEE 123.5 33 ~

VcEE** 84.2 28 ~
VcVcE 41.4 23 .01

Stratified EcEcEc 115.4 30 ~
VEcEc* ** 50.4 20 ~
VVEc 13.2 10 .21

Sunflowers Unstratified EEE 125.0 18 ~
VcEE** 124.9 15 ~
VcVcE 84.3 12 ~

Stratified EcEcEc 112.2 15 ~
VEcEc* ** 108.2 10 ~
VVEc 48.0 5 ~

Flax Unstratified EEE 160.5 24 ~
VcEE** 159.6 20 ~
VcVcE 90.0 16 ~

Stratified EcEcEc 142.4 21 ~
VEcEc*** 133.4 16 ~
VVEc 37.8 8 ~

Oats Unstratified EEE 143.0 21 ~
VcEE** 130•1 16 ~
VcVcE 83.1 11 ~

Stra tified EcEcEc 140.0 18 ~
VcEcEc*** 120.8 12 ~
VVEc 37.2 6 ~

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* Model notation explained on pages 19 through 21.
** Unstratified Battese-Fuller a93Umptions.

* * *Stratified Battese-Fuller a93Umptions.

~ p< 0.01
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Figure 1. Variable of estimated within-county regression coefficients
versus R2. Variability measure is standard deviation (over
counties) of estimated within-county stratum regression
coefficients. R2 = coefficient of determination between
classification results and ground truth. Strata 11 and 12.
C = corn, F = flax, 0 = oats, and S = sunflowers indicate
observed variability (model VVV). Vertical lines indicate
estimated of expected variability under model VVEc (homogenous
slopes across counties within each stratum; heterogeneous
intercepts and residual variances).
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Figure 2. Variability of estimated within-county error variances versus
R2. Variability measure is coefficient of variation (over
counties) of estimated within-county stratum error variances.
R2 = coefficient of determination between classification results
and ground truth. Strata 11 and 12. C = corn, F = flax, a = oats,
and S = sunflowers indicate observed variability (model VVV).
Vertical lines indicate estimate of expected variability if error-
variance parameters were homogeneous across counties within each
stratum.
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C. Results

1.) Comparis:>nvalues

Table 3 shows the crop estimates (in hectares) obtained for purpa:;es of

comparis:>nby running six individual county regreS3ions. Coefficients of variation

are parenthesized to the right of the estim ate and each county's percentage of

total output a~ars in parentheses below the estim ate.

Corn and oats are notably more abundant than ~x and sunflowers. The

distribution of corn shows three major producers (19-25%)and three minor ones (~

15%). Oats are quite evenly distributed (17-21%) among five counties with the

sixth county a minor producer (8%). For flax there are only five producing counties

two of which are notably larger (24-26%) than the other three (14-18%).

Sunflowers present the most concentrated distribution with one county claiming

three quarters of the total production.

1\ succeffiful county estimator should, of course, perform well for both

largeand small production whether evenly distributed or not.
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Table 3: Crop estimates obtained from individual
county regre$ion and used as basis for co mpadsons

----------------- ---------------- ---------------- --------------- ----------------County Corn (C.V.·) Oats (CoV.) Flax (C.V.) Sunflowers (C.Vo)

---~------------- ----------------Codington 16296 (16%)
(~of (9%)
total)

---19467(32:3)-- ---11698(42:4)- -3428(62:7)-----
(19) (26) (9 % )

Spink 40527 (10.8) 17320 (22.4) 6080 (36.5) 30309 (8.9)
(~of (21) (17) (14) (75)
total)

Beadle 36499 (11.4) 19244 (32.8) 0 0
(proportion of (19) (18)
total)

Clark 20099 (21.6) 18268 (28.6) 7704 (28.9) 6095 (75.5)
(proportion of (10) (17) (17) (15)
total)

Kingsburg 48568 (906) 8006 (34) 10756 (23.3) 378 (15704)
(troportion of (25) (8) (24) (1)
~

Hamlin 29517 (6.6) 21605 (25.2) 8109 (33.1) 0
(proportion of (15) (21) (18)
total)----------------- ---------------- ---------------- --------------- ----------------

TOTAL 191506 103910 44347 40210----------------- ---------------- ---------------- --------------- ----------------
Analysis District 189900 (6.2) 111323 (9.9) 45175 (23.2) 43517 (8.7)
estimate using
200 segments------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

• ffi . f .. standard deviationC.V. = roe ('lent 0 variation = -----estlm-ate--------
20) Parameter estimation

The fitting of constants procedure discus:;ed in Battese-Fuller (1981) was used

to obtain estim ates of the variance components (J~ and (J~hin each stratu m and an

F test of the hypothesis HO: (J~h= 0 was carried out. The between county variance

component (J~ has a large variance; a situation that would be eased if the number

of counties in the region was greater. The sa mple sizes in stratum 20 were too

small to provide viable estimates Of(]~20' 00 ordinary least ~ares regreS3i.on was

used in that stratu m.
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Table 4 gives the results of the F test:. for a nonzero county effect in strata

11 and 12. The most convincing evidence of this effect is found for corn in both

strata and for oats in stratu m 12.

Table 4: Results from testing for a nonzero
county effect (H0: C1~ = 0).

The ~value is the probability, assuming HO,
of obtaining a C1~ estimate as large as
the one actually ob3erved.

* indicates the resuli: for the set of all
200 seg ments.

Numerical entries are the numbers of grou};E of 75
segments each that had the indicated result.

---------------------------------------p-v~e--------------------------------
Crop

Corn 11 *1 4 1 2 0
12 *2 3 2 1 0

Oats 11 0 0 0 *4 4
12 0 *2 1 4 1

Flax 11 0 1 0 *4 3
12 0 0 1 2 *3

Sunflower 11 a 0 1 5 *2
12 1 0 1 3 *3
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Correlations of residuals within strata were found from the variance components

according to the formula

cr~
----------
cr~ + cr~

Table 5 records these reaill:s for the full. set of 200 segments together with the

minimum, median and maximum fOt"the eight group; of 75 segments each. Except for

C'OCn,low C'OCrelationsresulted because cr~ was small. relative to cr~h.

The croe; strata C'OlTelationwas estimated from

"
q,n,12

lF~~-:~:~-(~::~~~~)]o~s
" 1 t

where cr = ----- ll--_lani ul2i. These resill:s a1s::>appear in Table 5.vn,12 t-l
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Table 5: Estimated Correlations of Residuals (P)

Main entries are based on 200 segments.
Parenthesized entries are the minimum,
median and maximum from the eight groups
of 75 segments each.

Tvpe of C R 0 P
Corre1ation Corn Oats Flax Sunflowers

--
Within stratum 11 .32 .029 .038 0

(.08 .36 .63) (0 .05 .18) (0 .07 .41) (0 .02 .33)

Within stratum 12 .30 .077 0 .003
(.02 .23 .55) (0 .12 .25) (0 .02 .07) (0 .05 .42)

crax; strata 11 and 12 .21 .017 -.056 -.019
(based on 4 groups) (.05 .21 .25)

It seems appropriate to as3ume that 02 = 0 for all crOIE except corn.
vl1,12

Moreover, the procedures described herein do not guarantee that the esti.mated
, 'I

matrix H = E (V1V1) will be positive Clefi.niteand, indeed, four of the eight group:;

posed this proble m.

For all crops and all groups estimation was carried out using 02 = o.
vll,12

For the set of all 200 seqments and half of the eight smaller groups, we a:Jg)

obtained esti mates for corn using a nondiagonal H. This provides infor mation on

the effect of ignoring the crax; strata correlation.

VaJlJes of the optimal ocale factor Yhi appear in table 6. We know that
2 2

Yhi-+-1 as nhi -+-00 or a / 0 -+- 0 and Table 6 shows that we were able to make a~ Vh
sizeable aQjustment away from the regression line when estimating corn. The next

largest Yhi values OC'C'urin stratum 12 for oats and stratum 11 for flax. Note that

flax and sunflowers usually require the use of a regression line estimate in at least

one stratum.
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Table 6: Optimal Scale Factors

2aVh
Yhi = ------------

2 2
aVh + aeh

fih[

C200 = result using all 200 segments

Med. = median for eight group; of 75 segments each

County Stratum I C200 Med. I C200 Med. I C200 Med. I C200 Med.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Codinqb:>n

Spink

Beadle

Clark

Kingsbury

Hamlin

11
12

11
12

11
12
1]
23

11
12

11
12

.80

.85

.9)

.91

.88

.B5

.77

.90

.83

.77

.59

.61

.79

.74

.68

.77

.72

.62

.52

.67
.63
.42

.19

.54

.38

.67

.28

.68

.31

.54

.17

.64

.23

.40

.07

.47

.22

.42

.18

.59

.22

.52

.09

.52

.13

.27

.24
o

.45
o

.34
o

.37
o
.22

o
.28

o

.18
o

.38
o

.31
o

.25
o

.15
o

.20
o

o
.04

o
.07

o
.08

o
.04

o
.06

o
.02

.07

.24

.14

.32

.13

.38

.09

.24

.05

.27

.05

.10---------~---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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3. Estimates of county crop totals

Using the full set of 200 segments, figures 3 and 4 illustrate the three

'Battese-Fuller estimates against the compariron values given in table 3 and the

HuddlestorrRay estimates for corn and oats respectively. (The scale is in

thousands of hectares.)

An initial ae:;esment of the Batt~Fuller estimates was made by ca1culating

. relative rCXJtmean &JUareerrors. It is desirable to have. these below 20 %. Part 1

of Table 7 shows that corn estimates satisfy this requirement with few exceptions

when we as:3UmeCJvn,12 = O. Part 2 of Table 7 indicates that these relative rCXJt

mean SJUare errors go up a few percentage points when the cross strata mr-relation

is used.

For oats and flax the comparison values are poor with regard to relative rCXJt

mean &JUareerror. Nonetheless, the Battese-Fuller estimation procedure using Ci

= ri gave acceptable resilts across the eight group:; for half the county oat

estimates and four of the six county flax estimates. The most concentrated crop,

sunflowers, is well estim ated only in the one county that accounts for the bulk of

the production.
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Table 7 - Part 1: Relative Root Mean Square Error
Assu ming Zero Croe; Strata Correlation

. Root Mean Square Error
Relative Root Mean Square Error = ---------------------

Estimate
Abbreviations for types of estimates are
as defined on page 14.

------------------------Com~1i)n---BFR-EG-----BFG-AM-------------BFG-AM-----------SFO-NE-
Crop County value as in using 200 using 200 l3_Clr_~~ using 200

table 3 segments segments Minimum Median Maximum segments

Corn

Oats

Flax

Sunflower

Codington
Spink
Beadle
Clark
Kingsbury
Hamlin

eodington
Spink
Beadle
Clark
Kingshury
Hamlin

e odington
Spink
Beadle
Clark
Kingsbury
Hamlin

Codington
Spink
Beadle
Clark
Kingsbury
Hamlin

16
11
11
22
10
7

33
22
33
29
34
25

42
37

29
23
33

63
9

76
157

27
77
81
32
21
15
29
43
60
23
28
15

15
107
197
22
16
12
21
6
64
17
388
106

17
12
12
21
7
9

15
66
198
20
17
11

21
6
61
16

308
106
21
6
61
16

308
106

12
14
16
12
8
8

8
20
28
11
16
12

8
28
57
10
9
9

16
5

33
13
49
41

18
19

18.5
19
9.5
11.5
15
41

33.5
21

29.5
17.5

15
51
76
19
15
14
33
13
75
21
126
91

22
30
23
43
10
12
20
68
62
23
36
32

28
260
130
26
25
20

168
26
175
34

332
483

20
12
12
24
8
10

20
36
25
33
48
17

21
53
237
22
21
14
60
10
76
23
147
210
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Table 7 - Part 2: Relative Root Mean Square Error
Using an Estimated Nonzero Cree; Strata Correlation

-----------------------~ompaoc~n---BFR-EG-----BFG-AM-------------BFG-AM-----------BFO-NE-
Crop County as in using 200 using 200 !J_CJ.~~~ using 200

table 3 segments segments Minimum Median Maximum segments----------- ---------- ----------- ---------- ---------- -------------------------- ..-----
Com Codington 16 35 18 13 19 21 20

Spink 11 99 12 16 24 29 12
Beadle 11 101 12 15 18 23 12
Clark 22 40 22 12 20 46 24
Kingsbury 10 24 7 9 10 11 8
Hamlin 7 19 9 11 13 14 10
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Corn presented the best relative RMSE's using the Batt:ese-Fu11er formulas

(table 7 - part 1) as well. as the best compariqoo values Oeast coeffidents of

variation-table 3) and table 8 summarizes rome further study done with this crop.

The first four columns display RMSE'sfound from the Batt:ese-Fu11er formulas. (see

p.15) The fifth rolumn contains an interval estimate of the RMSEbased on the 8

estimates obtained from the groups of 75 segments each. This empirical RMSE was

calculated by taking the square root of the otserved variance of the 8 estimates

and adding the fallowing interval esti mate of the squared bias:

[(
aver~ge Of) _
8 estim ates (

COmpariron
value

+ standar? deviation of) ] 2.
com pans::>nvalue

It shou1ilbe noted that the 8 group::>posess different county samo1e sizes but that

the RMSE for mulas of section IV refer to fixe0 values. Using the E'Stimated RM.sE

from C'Olumn5 together with the ob3erved variance of the R estimates, the portion

of MSF which is not attributable to bias was calculated and recorded in C'Olumn 6.

Although it is difficult to determine the bias, table 8 indicates that:

1.• bias is not a negligible rortion of the RMSE for any of the esti mators

considered .

2. for 5 of the 6 counties, the Hudd1estorr-Pay and the Battese-Fuller

estimate which uses C=Oboth contain substantially more bias than do the

Batte~Full.er estimates which use C= rand C=I.

Table 8 als:> indicates that the c:laoest agreement between formula baseO

RMSE's and empirically estimated ones OC'C'ursfor the Battese-Fuller estimate

which uses C=l. For this esti"mate only one county displayed an empirical RMSE

t.'1at was larqer than the median of the R formula values. 'T'hishappened for 4

counties LJS.ing C= r and for 5 C'Ountiesusing C=0. 'T'hus,the for mula FMSF's for

the optimal Batte~Full.er estimate appear to underestimate the actual RMSF..
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Table 8: Formula and Empi.ri.C'alRoot Mean Square Errors (RMSE)

The form ula for the root mean eJ;IUare
error appears on page 15.
The empiricalroot mean eJ;IUareerror
is com puted according to the discussion
on page 36.

CORN

--------- -EstLmate-- -Form-Uia- -------For-mULaJiMSE------ ------------- ----------------
(seepage 14 RMSE 8grou:fS E mpi.ri.C'al ~mpirical var.

County for abbrev- using 200 ---------------------- estimate Empirical MSE
iationkey) segm ents Minimum Median Maximum of RMSE (%)--------- ----------- --------- ----~-------------------- ------------- ----------------

Codington HR 8909-14047 2-5
BFREG 6032 3661 5672 8414 7569-12687 2-7
BFGAM 2996 2814 3976 5692 5863-10697 8-26
BFONE 3215 3768 5297 6350 6021-10081 23-63

Spink HR 9985-18143 1-3
BFREG 14460 8851 12641 18225 16243-24546 7-16
BFGAM 4829 5922 6761 7774 6890-11850 33-98
BFONE 5017 6915 8005 10443 7920-8327 67-74

Beadle HR 9028-17231 1-4
BFREG 12275 6946 10455 17126 14443-22566 3-6
BFGAM 4436 4701 6400 6733 4098-8482 22-96
BFONE 4621 6737 9154 7861 5341-8203 38-89

Clark HR 7542-16052 2-8
BFREG 8894 5512 8138 12423 9775-18345 1-5
BFGAM 3874 3854 5405 7980 5449-12665 12-66
BFONE 4076 5472 6357 8755 3727-9116 17-99

Kingsbury HR 3418-4278 35-55
BFREG 9444 4368 7732 13861 4613-6218 20-36
BFGAM 3495 3883 4768 5589 4531-8298 24-80
BFONE 3693 5169 5706 6750 4985-8281 29-79

Hamlin HR 8487-12271 4--9
BFREG 5740 3599 5393 7036 8443-12204 5-11
BFGAM 2741 3212 3684 4150 4751-7644 27-70
BFONE 2993 3680 5105 6309 4184-4694 71-89

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 9 contains the reaill:s of calculating an atsilute average relative bias

according to the for mula:

average of the 8 estimate&-C'Omparisonvalue
comparis:>nvalue • 100 % •

A plot of the reaill:s for corn shows that the larger relative biases are

aEBX'iated either with the regree:rl.online estimators or with the two sma.1J.est

producing counties (see figure 5). This pattern is lea'? pronounced for oats (see

figure 6) but the co mparis:>n values used for this crop have larger standard

deviations. For flax and sunflowers the only acceptably small biases occur in the

largest of the producing counties. These reaill:s are, perhap;, accounted for by the

large coefficients of variation for the comparis::mvalues.
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Table 9: AhDlute Average Relative Bias

average of 8 estimates - comparison value from table 3 100 %
companoon value

Estimator abbreviations are as defined on page 14.

CROP COUNTY HR BFREG BFGAM BFONE------------- ------------- --------- ------------ ------------ ----------
Corn Codington 69 61 47 38

Spink 33 48 13 1
Beadle 36 50 9 6
CJark 81 69 37 20
Kingsbury 5 2 5 5
Hamlin 34 34 16 2------------ --------- ------------ ------------ -----------
Average 43 44 31 12------------- ------------- --------- ------------ ------------ ----------

Oats Codington 6 7 12 18
Spink 1 2 4 1
Beadle 25 23 19 13
Clark 29 31 18 17
Kingsbury
Hamlin 32 32 24 6------------ --------- ------------ ------------ -----------
Average 19 19 15 11------------- ------------- --------- ------------ ------------ ----------

Flax Codington 16 16 12 5
Spink 12 7 19 38
Beadle
Clark 79 77 85 93
Kingsbury 56 55 58 62
Hamlin 53 53 55 56_._---------- --------- ------------ ------------ -----------
Average 43 42 46 51--------_._-- - ------------- --------- ------------ ------------ ----------

Sunflowers Codington 32 37 28 44
Spink 12 14 4 1
Beadle
Clark 43 48 85 108
Kingsbury
Hamlin------------ --------- ------------ ------------ -----------
Average 29 33 39 51--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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As a measure of accuracy for the Battese-Full.er estimates, consider the

quotient:

Battese-Full.er estimate - comparison value.

RMSE (Batte~Full.er estimate)

This quantity :indicates how wide a Battese-Full.er interval estimate would have to

be to contain the comparison value.

The res.1lts of carrying out this calculation are recOrded in table 10 - part 1

for the crops and counties that had the best relative RMSEts as dia-ussed in table 7.

Note that C = r and C = 0 give more instances of intervals requirinq two or more

RMSEls then does C = T.

A similar calculation was done to measure proximity of the Batt~Full.er

estimate with C = r to the Huddleston-Ray estimate. This appears in table 10 -

part 2.
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Table 10 - Part 1: BF estimate - C'Om~n value
RMSE(BF estimate

*indicates result for the set of 200 segments

Numerical entries are the numbers of group:; of 75 segments each that had the
indicated result.

-----------ESti-mate------------------------------------------------------
(see page 14 for ~r_~u_e_n:.: _

Crop abreviation key) County <:-r-- 1-2 2-3 ---~-3--
-------- ----------------- ---------- ------- --------- --------- -------
Com BFREG Codington

Spink
Beadle
Clark
Kingsbury
Hamlin----01'-----Ccxlington
Spink
Beadle
Clark
Kingsbury
Hamlin
----:-1-----Codington
Spink
Beadle
Clark
Kingsbury
Hamlin

*1
o
o
*1
*8
1

-·r---
*5
*6
*1
*6
*3

-*"2----
*5
*6
*6
*7
*6

5
*7
*6
3
o
*4

-----3---
2
2
6
1
3-----4---
3
2
2
1
2

2
1
2
3
o
2-----4---
1
o
o
1
1-----2---
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
1
o
1

-----a-
D
o
1
o
1

-----0-
o
(j
o
o
o-------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 10- Part I-Continued

-----------ESti-mabe------------------------------------------------------
(seepage 14 for Frequency

Crop abreviation key) County <-r-------I=i------2=3-------;-3--
-------- ----------------- ---------- ------- --------- --------- -------
Oats BFREG Codington *3 3 1 1

Clark *4 3 1 0
Hamlin *0 3 3 2

-------- ----------------- ---------- ------- --------- --------- -------
Oats BFGAM Codington *4 3 0 1

Clark *5 2. 1 0
Hamlin *0 4 2 2

Oats BFONE

Sun- BFREG
flowers BFGAM

BFONE

---------- ------- --------- --------- -------
Codington *6 1 0 1
Clark *5 2 1 0
Hamlin *4 1 1 2---------- ------- --------- --------- -------
Spink *4 3 0 1
Spink *5 1 1 1
Spink 7 *1 0 0
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Table 10 - Part 2: BFGAM Compared to Huddleston-Ray

BFGAM-H R
RMSE(BFGAM)

* indicates result for the set of 200 segments
Numerical entries are the numhers of grours of 75
segments each that had the indicated reall.t.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Frequency--------------------------------------

Crop County 2.1 1-2 2-3 ~3------------ ---------- ---------- ------------ -----------
Corn Codington 3 4 0* 1

Spink 3 1 4* 0
Beadle 0 7 0 1*
Clark 1 5 2 0*
Kingsbury 8* 0 0 0
Hamlin 2 5 0* 1------------ -- ------.-- .---------- ------------ -----------• Oats Codington 6* 2 0 0
Spink 7* 1 0 0
Beadle 5 3* 0 0
Clark 7* 1 0 0
Kingsbury 6 2* 0 0
Hamlin 6* 2 0 0------------ ---------- ---------- ------------ -----------

Flax Codington 8* 0 0 0
Spink 8* 0 0 0
Beadle 8* 0 0 0
Clark 8* 0 0 0
Kingsbury 7* 1 0 0
Hamlin 8* 0 0 0------------ ---------- ---------- ------------ -----------

Sunflowers Codington 7* 1 0 0
Spink 6* 1 1 0
Beadle 8 0 0 0
Clark 7* 1 0 0
Kingsbury 6 2* 0 0
Hamlin 8* 0 0 0---------------------------------------------------------------
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Consider finally the importance of the crees strata pxtiDn of the correlation

for the residuals. This was SUC'Cee3full.yestimated for corn using all 200 segments

and using four of the eight smaller group:;. To ae:;es:; the percent change in the

optimal estimates we calculated:

estimate using C = AIR - estimate using C = r_________________________________________ ·100 %

esti.mate using C = r

This appears in the first column of table 11 and is foDowed by a similar

calculation for for the RMSE.
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Table 11: Effect of Assuming Zero Cra:s Strata Correlation. (Com)

All entries are percentages as defined on page 46.

----------------------------------Change-£;--------Ch-angE;Lnroot-----Change-Lnroot
County Gr:oup Estimate mean square error mean square error

using C =r

Codington 200segments -2.9 2.6 4.3
Range over 4 gr:oup:;
of 75segments each -2.2-2.4 3.1-8.1 4.2-11.2

Spink 200seg ments 1.9 1.5 2.4
Range over 4 group:;
of 75segments each 1.1-6.6 1.3-4.5 2.3-6.8

••

Beadle 200segments
Range over 4 group:;
of 75 seg ments each

2.8
2.8-10.5

1.6
.05-4.7

2.5

2.1-7.2

Clark 200segments -1.6 1.7 3.0
Range over 4 group:;
of 75segments each -1.1- -.5 .3-5.5 2.3-9.4

Kingsbury 200seg ments -.9 1.9 3.1
Range over 4 group:;
of 75segments each -4.6- -.4 -2.9-6.2 2.9-8.7

Hamlin 200segments -1. 7 3.2 5.0
Range over 4 group:;
of 75segments each -4.4 - -.5 1.6-9.8 4.3-14.5
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The analysis done thus far on the six county region in South Dakota supports the

fallowing conclusions:

1. Models without strata ....specific parameter values do not appear to be

correct.

. 2. The affilImption of homoocedatic errors acr0e3 counties within each

stratum and county does not appear to be valid•.

3. Heterogeneity of regre$i.on slopes acr0e3 counties may be explained by

]ow values of r2 (coefficient of determination between clas.s:i.fration

results and ground truth). Large r2 values appear to indicate near

homogeneity of these slopes.

4. The presence of a nonzero county effect appears to be both crop and

strata specific. Tt may be an increasing function of crop proportion.

5. RMSEts calculated according to the Battese-Full.er model were smallest

for the coefficient matrices C = r and C = A-I H as predicted by the

theory •

6. 1'he optimal Battese-Full.er estimate gives relative RMSE's (from the

equations of Setion IV) below the desired 20 % level for corn and in

certain counties alSJ for oats, flax and sunflowers. 1'hus, for this study,

]ow relative RMSEts were aSSOC'iatedwith the largest crop proportion and

the strongest county effect.

7. Empirically estimated RMSE's for corn are larger than formula derived

values; the d:is:-repancybeing greatest for C = 0 and least for C = T.

8. A majx portion of the empirical RMSE (for corn) is attributable to bias

but, as predicted by the theory, bias is leg:; when using C = r or C = T

than when using C = O.

9. Bias appears to be a decreasing function of crop proportion.
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10. Battese-Fuller interval estimation based on the choice of C = I fit the

comparison values better than those using C = 0 and C = r .

11. 't'he cross strata correlation of residuals appears to be weaker than that

within strata.

12. Ignoring the cross strata correlation gives an optimal estimate whooe

RMSE is underestimated in most cases by 2-6 %.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Since 1978 the SRS Remote Sensing Branch has JXovided LANDSAT-based

crop-area estimates to the SRS Crop Reporting Board. These estimates are made

for entire states and have been submitted in a timely fashion for use by the Board

in making final, end-of-year estimates. F.ollDwingthe submimion of these state-

level estimates to the Board, Huddleston-Ray county estimates have been provided

to the SRS state Statistical Offices (SSOIS)in LANDSAT-project states. Since this

effort by the Remote Sensing Branch both, for state and county level estimates, is

a research activity, the authors recom mend that t.l1ecalculation of Huddleston-Ray

estimates be djg:-ontinued and replaced with the calcu1ation and dissemination to

the SSOISof Battese-FuD.er estimates. specifically, on the basis of this study, the

authors recom mend the following 8:'he me:

o A$ume 0'2 = 0 when the test for this hypothesis cannot be rejected at thev
O.25level.

o When 0'2 = 0 is a93Umed,calculate the Rattese-Fuller estimate with C = o.v
o when 0'2 f 0 is affiUmed, calculate the Battese-Full.er estimates with c=rv
ann C=T. If both sets of estimates provide acceptably small relative root

mean square errors, use the latter in order to a1s:>reduce bias.

o When a nonzero 0'2 is used in more than one stratum, the crClEB-stratav

covariance should be esti mateO.

These recom mendations are supported hy the follDwing reasons:

o When 0'2 = 0 is affiUmed, the Battese-Full.er and Hudd1eston-Rav estimatorsv .

are equivalent.

o When then'! is a larqe cOunty effect (0'2» 0), this study has shown that thev
C = rand C = T Battese-Fu]].er estimators are superior to both the

HunOleston-'Ray estimator and the C = 0 Battese-Fuller estimators.
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o The lack of knowledge of robustnes3 to model violations is the same, if not

le93, for the Ba~Fuller estimator as for the Huddleston-Ray estimator.

o Amis, et a1, (1982) have shown that the estimated variance of the

Huddleston-Ray estimator (calculated with the formula in Huddleston and

.Ray (1976), is very C'Onservative.

Moreover, the authors make this recom mendation with the full realization

that this study raises as many questions as it answers. Additional research on

the behavior of Battese-Fuller estimates is definitely needed. Dissemination

of these estimates to the SSO's will necessitate and C'Ontribute to additional

required research.

Additionalresearch is required to answer the fallowing questions:

o What is the typical range of values of a~, a~, <S, and aVhh, for JES (plus

LANDSAT)data? This question can be answered by analyzing retrospective

data sets, such as thcae des:-ribed by Mergeroon, et al (J982).

o Are the Battese-Fuller estimators robust against nonhomogeneous error

variances?

o Can the least 3:JUaresestimate of the regression slope rep1ace the Battese-

Fuller procedure when error variances are nonhomogeneous?

o Can the effect of heterogeneous regres:rl.on slopes on the Battese-Fuller

esti mates be predicted?
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o Does the R2 value establish a bound on the degree of model failure which

may be present?

o Can the homogeneity tests used in this study be effectively carried out on

the smaller sample sizes that are present in the JES?
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